
MAKING MONOCHROME
It is important that some key image preparation is sorted before the conversion to monochrome 
done. This will include image levels (there should be a good distribution of tones using the full 
range), cloning & healing, etc.
However, image finishing tasks should be held off until conversion and contrast adjustment is done.
This will include final cropping, image re-sizing and sharpening. 

Various powerful and effective plug-ins exist (e.g. Nik Silver Efex Pro2) for converting colour 
images to monochromes.
There are various techniques for both Photoshop CS/CC and Elements that do not involve plug-ins. 
[NB these notes were prepared alongside Elements 10 and CS3.]

Making monochrome images involves managing the process of converting colours into a range of 
tones.
This can be thought of in three (possibly 4) steps
(1) mapping colours onto a range of tones 
(2) controlling overall contrast
(3) making local tonal adjustments
(4) optionally toning the image

When making these adjustments wherever possible always preserve the ability to 'roll-back' the 
changes either by using adjustment layers, duplicate layers or multiple saved copies of the file.

It is best wherever possible to make these adjustments in 16-bit mode to reduce likelihood of 
posterisation and banding. Changing down to 8 bit in finishing tasks if required. 

(1) MAPPING COLOURS TO TONES

(a) Ways *NOT* to convert:
* Desaturate
[CS / CC] Image, Adjustments, Desaturate
[Elements] Enhance, Adjust Color, Remove Color
You might be lucky but tends to lead to a bland muddy result as it 'equally' mixes colours to tones.
* Convert to Greyscale
[CS / CC / Elements] Image, Mode, Greyscale
This creates the same drab image and creates a file format not suitable for club competitions

(b) By mixing red, green and blue components down to grey
[Elements] Enhance, Convert to Black & White..
[CS / CC] Image, Adjustments, Channel Mixer..., tick Monochrome
This method allows you to 'weight' the contribution of the three colour channels. In Elements there 
are some presets that may provide some starting points. Allows some separation of tones. Quite 
fiddly to use.

(c) By mixing the various colour components (RGB & CMY) down to grey
[Elements] not available in v10
[CS /CC] Image, Adjustments, Convert to Black & White...
Offers more flexibility in separating tones but very fiddly to use.

(d) By rotating the hues that contribute to the final grey
Works in both Elements10+ and CS/CC



Add a Hue/Sat layer, set blending mode to 'Color', name layer 'filter'
Add a Hue/Sat layer, set saturation to -100, name layer 'desat'
Go back to 'filter' layer and adjust image by swinging the Hue value and tune by tweaking the 
Saturation value. This method is easy and offers good visual feed back and allows good flexibility.
More detail here: http://www.digital-photography-workflow-basics.com/black-and-white-
conversion.html

(e) Many other methods exist and there are various ways of using layers to avoid conversion being a
'one-shot' activity.

(2) CONTROLLING OVERALL CONTRAST
Managing the contrast of an image is an essential part of monochrome conversions. As mentioned 
above levels should be sorted prior to mono conversion. 
Controlling contrast is about how the tones in the image are distributed over the brightness range. 
Changing contrast does not affect the white, black or the 'pivot' grey. Rather it affects the degree to 
which tones are pushed to the ends of the brightness range. The terms flat or soft are used to 
describe images where there is a preponderance of mid grey tones; such images are 'muddy' or lack 
'snap'.

(a) There is a Brightness/Contrast option.
[Elements] Enhance, Adjust Lighting, Brightness/Contrast...
[CS/CC] Image, Adjustments, Brightness/Contrast...
This option can be used but lacks finesse. 

(b) Adjust the tone curve.
[Elements] Enhance, Adjust Color, Adjust Color Curves
Four sliders are provided to make the most logical adjustments to the curve; and in addition there 
are some presets that suit the most common adjustments.
[CS/CC] Image, Adjustments, Curves...
This offers more flexibility but depends on a better understanding of curves. In addition Curves can 
be applied using an adjustment layer.

Contrast control will make or break your mono images.

(3) MAKING LOCAL TONAL ADJUSTMENTS
There are many, many ways of of making local tonal adjustments some such as the dodge and burn 
tools can lead to muddy and clumsy results.

Using an overlay layer is one of the more flexible methods that works in both Elements and CS/CC.
Layer, New, Layer..., Mode: Overlay, tick 'fill with Overlay-neutral color'

Now use soft low opacity black or white brushes to paint on this overlay layer to darken lighten 
specific areas.
More detail is here: http://www.photoshopessentials.com/photo-editing/dodge-burn/

(4) TONING THE IMAGE

This is an optional step. It can look horrible and it can cause problems for faithful printing. On 
occasion it may be suitable and appropriate. I am not going to cover this in any detail.

http://www.digital-photography-workflow-basics.com/black-and-white-conversion.html
http://www.digital-photography-workflow-basics.com/black-and-white-conversion.html
http://www.photoshopessentials.com/photo-editing/dodge-burn/


An approach in Elements is to add a 'Photo Filter' adjustment layer.
Layer, New Adjustment Layer... Set a colour and adjust the saturation.

An approach in CS/CC is to use the tint options of the Convert to Black and White feature.
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